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Equivalence theorems and an explicit formula for the biquantization
character.
Panagiotis Batakidis1
Abstract. Let g be a Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra and λ a character of h and ǫ a formal
deformation parameter. In this paper we compute a character for the reduction algebra H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)
and its specialization H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) via deformation quantization as in [18],[9],[7]. Then we compare
this construction with the computation of the character for the Penney eigendistribution < α(f), ψ >:=∫
H/H∩B ψ(h)e
f(H)dH/H∩B(h), ψ ∈ C
∞
c (G,B, χf ), as in [11],[12],[14],[15]. Using a double induction
on dim g, dim h it is proved that if the lagrangian condition (g nilpotent and ∃O ⊂ λ + h⊥, s.t ∀l ∈
O, 2[dim(H · l)] = dim(G·l)) holds, then the two computations coincide on the level ofH0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
).
Finally we apply our results in an example of a 5-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra and compute a term
or order 3 with rational coefficients in the character formula.
Keywords: Deformation quantization, Penney eigendistribution, invariant differential operators, nilpo-
tent Lie algebras.
1 Introduction.
In this section we recall basic results from non-commutative harmonic analysis and review the construc-
tion of a character of (U(g)/U(g)hf )
h from representation theory. We also recall the facts and techniques
that we need from deformation quantization. Our main references here are [4], [10], [14], [15] and [16]
for the representation theoretic part, and [18],[6],[7],[9],[3] for deformation quantization.
General setting. Let G be a real nilpotent, connected and simply connected Lie group with g
its Lie algebra, h a subalgebra of g, λ ∈ h∗ such that λ([h, h]) = 0, a character of h. For Y ∈ h,
χλ : H −→ C defined by χλ(expY ) = e
iλ(Y ), is a unitary character of H , the Lie group associated to h.
Let C∞(G,H, χλ) be the vector space of complex smooth functions θ on G that satisfy the property ∀h ∈
H, ∀g ∈ G, θ(gh) = χ−1λ (h)θ(g). Let also D(g, h, λ) be the algebra of linear differential operators, that
leave the space C∞(G,H, χλ) invariant and commute with the left translation on G, i.e ∀g ∈ G, ∀D ∈
D(g, h, λ), ∀θ ∈ C∞(G,H, χλ), it is D(C
∞(G,H, χλ)) ⊂ C
∞(G,H, χλ), and D(L(g)θ) = L(g)(D(θ)).
Koornwinder in [19] proved that there is an algebra isomorphism
(U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h ∼→ D(g, h, λ). (1)
One can furthermore define the induced representation from H,χλ as τλ := Ind(G ↑ H,χλ) with Hilbert
space Hλ := L
2(G,H, λ) the separable completion of C∞c (G,H, χλ), the compactly supported functions
of C∞(G,H, χλ), with respect to the norm ||φ||2 =
∫
G/H
|φ(g)|2dG/H(g). The action of G on φ ∈
L2(G,H, λ) is translations by left: τλ(g)(φ)(g
′) = φ(g−1g′). These data correspond to a line bundle Lλ
with base space G/H and space of sections these functions φ. Set gC := g⊗C and UC(g) := U(g)⊗C. Let
u ∈ (UC(g)/UC(g)hiλ)
h, where UC(g)hiλ is the left ideal of UC(g) generated by hiλ := {H+iλ(H), H ∈ h},
and Du be the left invariant differental operator associated to u. The action of g on Hλ will be noted
by dτλ and for X ∈ g, g ∈ G, it is defined by dτλ(X)(φ)(g) =
d
dtφ(exp−tX · g)|t=0. Sometimes we’ll
write also dτλ(X)(φ)(g) = LX(φ)(g). This action induces an action of UC(g), on Hλ that will be denoted
also by dτλ. Let H
−∞
λ be the space of antilinear continuous forms on H
∞
λ , the later being the dense
subspace space of C∞− vectors of Hλ (a function φ ∈ Hλ is C
∞ if the map G ∋ g 7→ τλ(g)φ is smooth
w.r.t the norm). The action of UC(g) on H
−∞
λ will be denoted by dτ
−∞
λ and the action of UC(g) on
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H∞λ is denoted respectively by dτ
∞
λ . If u = X1X2 · · ·Xn, Xi ∈ g is an element of UC(g) we set
ut := (−Xn)(−Xn−1) · · · (−X1), u
∗ := (−Xn)(−Xn−1) · · · (−X1) where the bar stands for the complex
conjugate. Let now {X1, . . . , Xn} be a PBW basis of g. For u ∈ UC(g), ∃(ks)s∈Nn , ks ∈ C, such that
u can be expressed uniquely as u =
∑
s=(s1,...,sn)
ksX
s1
1 · · ·X
sn
n . Let R(X)(φ)(g) :=
d
dtφ(g · exp tX)|t=0.
Then the differential operator Du acts on the space of sections by Du(φ)(g) := Ru(φ)(g) where Ru =∑
s ksR(X1)
s1 · · ·R(Xn)
sn . Let b be a polarization of f ∈ λ+h⊥ and B the associated to b Lie subgroup
of G. The map χf : B −→ C, defined as ∀K ∈ b, χf (expK) = e
if(K), is a unitary character for B
and the induced representation from B,χf is τf = Ind(G ↑ B,χf ) with Hilbert space Hf = L
2(G,B, f).
The norm used here is the one coming from the product ∀φ1, ∀φ2 ∈ L
2(G,B, χf ), < φ1(x), φ2(x) >:=∫
G/B
φ1(g)φ2(g)dG/B(g), for an invariant measure dG/B on G/B. Finally denote as H
−∞
f the antidual
space of the C∞− vectors of Hf and as H
−∞,H
f the H− semi-invariant distribution vectors ([15]).
Penney vectors. Let dH/H∩B be a left-invariant measure on H/H ∩B and αf ∈ H
−∞
f defined as
< αf , φ >=
∫
H/H∩B
φ(h)χλ(h)dH/H∩B(h) for φ ∈ H
∞
f . (2)
The vector αf is H− semi-invariant ( [4]). Because of this equivariance property of αf , the algebra
(UC(g)/UC(g)h−if )
h
is acting on αf . Denote as h
⊥ := {l ∈ g∗/l(h) = 0} the annihilator of h. A very
important condition for this paper is the lagrangian condition which in algebraic terms is the following:
∃O ⊂ λ+ h⊥ a non-empty Zariski-open set, such that ∀f ∈ O, dim(h · f) =
1
2
dim(g · f). (3)
We will say that f ∈ g∗ satisfies the lagrangian condition (w.r.t h) if dim(h·f) = 12 dim(g·f). Alternatively
and depending on the context, we will call h lagrangian with respect to f if it’s simultaneously isotropic
and coisotropic with respect to Bf , the Kostant form for f . Recall that if the H · f orbits are lagrangian
in the G · f orbits (as Poisson submanifolds), then (UC(g)/UC(g)h−if )
h is commutative (for this result
see [11] § 5, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5). Let l ∈ λ + h⊥ and g(l) be the stabilizer of l. Such an l
will be called regular if dim(g(l)) is minimal among the dimensions dim(g(ξ)), ξ ∈ λ+ h⊥. The regular
elements form a non-empty Zariski-open set. Furthermore, an l ∈ λ + h⊥ will be called generic if it is
regular and satisfies the lagrangian condition. The set of generic elements is still a Zariski-open set. We
suppose here that this set is non-empty. For the proof of the next result see [15] Theorem 1, pp.757.
Theorem 1.1 ( [16]) Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra and λ a character
of h. Suppose that generically τλ = Ind(G ↑ H,χλ) is of finite multiplicities. Then for generic l ∈
λ + h⊥ and for A ∈ (UC(g)/UC(g)hil)
h, dτl(A)(αl) is a multiple of αl, and there is defined a character
λl : (UC(g)/UC(g)hil)
h −→ C such that
dτl(A)(αl) = λl(A)αl. (4)
Deformation quantization ([18]). If X is a Poisson manifold, a star-product on C∞(X) is an
R[[ǫ]]-bilinear map C∞(X)[[ǫ]] × C∞(X)[[ǫ]] −→ C∞(X)[[ǫ]], (f, g) 7→ f ∗ g, such that for f, g, h ∈
C∞(X), f ∗ g = f · g+
∑∞
i=1Bi(f, g)ǫ
i, the Bi being bidifferential operators, (f ∗ g) ∗ h = f ∗ (g ∗ h) and
f ∗ 1 = 1 ∗ f = f . To write his ∗− product formula, Kontsevich used a family Qn,2 of graphs Γ described
as follows: The set V (Γ) of vertices of Γ is the disjoint union of two ordered sets V1(Γ) and V2(Γ),
isomorphic to {1, . . . , n} and {1, 2} respectively. Their elements are called type I vertices, for V1(Γ), and
type II vertices, for V2(Γ). The set E(Γ) of edges of the graph is finite and all elements of E(Γ) are
oriented. If S(r) is the set of edges leaving from r ∈ V1(Γ) then #S(r) = 2 and
∑
r∈V1(Γ)∩V2(Γ)
S(r) = 2n,
that is no edge leaves from a type II vertex. Furthermore every set S(r) is ordered and no loops or double
edges are allowed. E(Γ) is ordered in a compatible way with the order in V1(Γ), and S(r), r ∈ V1(Γ).
One associates a differential operator to each such graph: If {x1, . . . , xk} are coordinate variables of X
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and π is the Poisson bivector describing the Poisson structure on X , then to π and a graph Γ ∈ Qn,2
we associate a differential operator BπΓ in the following way: Let L : E(Γ) −→ [1, k] := {1, . . . , k} be a
labelling function of the edges of the graph. Fix a vertex r ∈ [1, n] and let S(r) = {e1r, . . . , e
2
r} be the
ordered set of edges leaving r. Associate the function πL(e
1
r),L(e
2
r) to r, where πij is the matrix describing
the Poisson structure. On each vertex of V2(Γ) we associate respectively a function F,G ∈ C
∞(X). To
the pth− edge of S(r), associate the partial derivative w.r.t the coordinate variable xL(epr).This derivative
is acting on the function associated to the vertex w ∈ V1(Γ) ∪ V2(Γ) where the edge e
p
r arrives. Let
(p,m) ∈ E(Γ) represent an oriented edge from p to m. Then if {1, 2} = V2(Γ),
BπΓ(F,G) :=
∑
L:E(Γ)→[1,k]
#(V1(Γ))∏
r=1
 ∏
δ∈E(Γ), δ=(·,r)
∂L(δ)
πL(υ1r)L(υ2r)
× (5)
×
 ∏
δ∈E(Γ), δ=(·,1)
∂L(δ)
 (F )×
 ∏
δ∈E(Γ), δ=(·,2)
∂L(δ)
 (G).
The last ingredient for Kontsevich’s ∗− product formula, the coefficient ωΓ. Let H = {z ∈ C/Im(z) ≥ 0}
be the upper-half plane and let H+ = {z ∈ C/Im(z) > 0}. Embed an admissible graph Γ in H by
putting the type II vertices on the real axis and letting the type I vertices move in H+. Let Ĉ+n,m be
the connected configuration manifold Ĉ+
n,2
:= {(z1, . . . , zn, z1, z2) ∈ Ĉn,2/∀i < j, z1 < z2}. Consider
now the manifold Ĉ2,0 (the hat denotes its invariance under horizontal translations and dilations), and
a map, called the angle map, φ : Ĉ2,0 −→ R/2πZ, (z1, z2) 7→ angle(< z1,+i∞ >,< z1, z2 >), where
< z1,+i∞ > stands for the geodesic (with respect to the Poincare metric) passing by z1 and +i∞, and
< z1, z2 > stands for the geodesic passing by z1 and z2. For e = (zi, zj) an edge of Γ, let pe : Ĉn,m −→
Ĉ2,0, (z1, . . . , zn, z1, . . . , zm) 7→ (zi, zj) be the natural projection. One then defines a form on Ĉn,m,
setting p∗e(dφ) =: dφe ∈ Ω
1(Ĉn,m). Then define ΩΓ to be the form ΩΓ :=
∧
e∈E(Γ) dφe and finally the
Kontsevich coefficient ωΓ :=
1
(2π)2n+m−2
∫
Ĉ+
n,m
ΩΓ.
Theorem 1.2 ( [18]) Let X, π be a Poisson manifold. Then for f, g ∈ C∞(X), the operator f ∗K g :=
fg +
∑∞
n=1 ǫ
n
(
1
n!
∑
Γ∈Qn,2
ωΓB
π
Γ(f, g)
)
is an associative product.
Biquantization, colored graphs, bidifferential operators and coefficients ([6],[7],[9]). In two
fundamental papers [6], [7], A. Cattaneo and G. Felder, expanded the formality Theorem of M. Kont-
sevich for the case of one coisotropic submanifold C of a Poisson manifold X . We adjust their results in
our setting in the sense of [9]. Let (X, π) be a Poisson manifold and C a submanifold. Then C is called
coisotropic if the ideal I(C) ⊂ C∞(X) of functions vanishing on C is a Poisson ideal of C∞(X). It is clear
that in the Lie case, for a subalgebra h ⊂ g, the annihilator h⊥ (and also g∗) is a coisotropic submanifold
of g∗ with the natural Poisson structure induced by the Lie bracket, π = 12 [·, ·]. Let now the edges of a
graph be colored, either as (+) or as (−). Double edges are not allowed, meaning edges with the same
color, source and target. Let q be a supplementary space of h, that is g = h⊕q. Let also {H1, H2, . . . , Ht}
be a basis for h and {Q1, . . . , Qr} a basis for q. We identify spaces q
∗ ≃ g∗/h∗ ≃ h⊥. Graphically, the
color (−) will be represented with a dotted edge and the color (+) will be represented with a straight
edge. Recall that in order to construct the differential operator BΓ corresponding to a given graph,
we associated a coordinate variable to each edge of the graph. In terms of g∗, let {H∗1 , H
∗
2 , . . . , H
∗
t }
be the corresponding basis of h∗ and {Q∗1, . . . , Q
∗
r} the basis of q
∗. Let (x∗i )i=1,...,n be the coordinates
relatively to the basis {H∗1 , . . . , H
∗
t , Q
∗
1, . . . , Q
∗
r} and let Γ be an admissible graph with two colors. To
Γ is associated a 2-colored 1-form ΩΓ and a 2-colored coefficient ωΓ setting φ+ : C2,0 −→ R/2πZ to
be the function φ+(z1, z2) := arg(z1 − z2) + arg(z1 − z2) and φ− : C2,0 −→ R/2πZ be the function
φ−(z1, z2) := arg(z1 − z2) − arg(z1 − z2). These functions extend to Ĉ2,0 and thus can be used for
definitions analogous to Kontsevich’s. Note that dφ+(z1, z2) = dφ−(z2, z1). This means that for the cal-
culation of ωΓ, an edge is equivalent with the reversed edge carrying the opposite color. The form ΩΓ of a
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2-colored graph Γ is similarly defined as ΩΓ := ∧e∈E(Γ)dφ·,e where dφ+,e = p
∗
e(dφ+), dφ−,e = p
∗
e(dφ−),
when e ∈ E(Γ) has color +/− respectively, and the colored coefficient is ωΓ :=
1
(2π)2n
∫
Ĉ+n,2
ΩΓ. If
Q
(2)
n,2 denotes the set of admissible graphs with two colors and two type II vertices, the formula (5 of
B(Γ) in this case has to be modified in the following sense: For e ∈ E(Γ), let ce ∈ {+,−} be its
color and let L : E(Γ) −→ {1, . . . , t, t + 1, . . . t + r}, where t = dim(h∗), r = dim(q∗), satisfying
L(e) ∈ {1, . . . , t} if ce = − , L(e) ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + r} if ce = + be a 2-colored labelling function.
By its form, variables of h∗ are associated to the color (−) and variables of q∗ are associated to (+).
Then, for F,G ∈ S(g), the formula of colored bidifferential operators BπΓ is the same as in (5) but using
the 2-colored labelling function L that we just described and the family Q
(2)
n,2 instead of Qn,2. Theorem
1.2 can be generalized in the following sense: The product ∗CF,ǫ : C
∞(C)[ǫ] × C∞(C)[ǫ] −→ C∞(C)[ǫ]
given by the formula F ∗CF,ǫG := F ·G+
∑∞
n=1 ǫ
n
(
1
n!
∑
Γ∈Q
(2)
n,2
ωΓB
π
Γ(F,G)
)
, is associative and will be
called the Cattaneo-Felder product. We now specify some special colored graphs that we will use (see
[9] § 1.3, 1.6 and [2] § 2.3). They are colored graphs that have an edge with no end colored as (−)
(associated to variables in q∗). We’ll say that this edge ”points to ∞”, denote it by e∞. Denote this
family of graphs as Q∞n,m.
Bernoulli. The Bernoulli type graphs with i type I vertices, i ∈ N, will be denoted by Bi. They
derive the function F i times, have 2i edges and leave an edge towards ∞. These conditions imply the
existence of a vertex s ∈ V1(Γ) that receives no edge, called the root of Γ.
Wheels. The wheel type graphs with i type I vertices, i ∈ N, will be denoted by Wi. They derive
the function F i times, have 2i edges and leave no edge to ∞.
Bernoulli attached to a wheel. Graphs of this type with i type I vertices, i ∈ N, will be denoted
by BWi. They derive the function F i− 1 times and leave an edge to ∞. For an Wm− type graph Wm
attached to a Bl− type graph Bl, we’ll write BlWm ∈ BlWm. Obviously BlWm ⊂ BWl+m.
Let us now give the definition of the reduction algebra without character. Let {e1l , . . . , e
k
l } be the
ordered set of edges leaving the vertex l ∈ V1(Γ) of a colored graph Γ∞ ∈ Q
∞
s,1. For such a Γ and using
the notation H∗i := ∂i, let BΓ : S(q) −→ S(q)⊗ h
∗, F 7→ BΓ(F ) be the operator defined by the formula
BΓ(F ) =
∑
L:E(Γ)→[[1,t+r]]
L colored
 n∏
r=1
 ∏
∈E(Γ), e=(·,r)
∂L(e)
πL(e1r)L(e2r)
×
 ∏
e∈E(Γ)
e=(·,1)
∂L(e)F
⊗H∗L(e∞) (6)
We denote as d
(ǫ)
h⊥,q
: S(q)[ǫ] −→ S(q)[ǫ] ⊗ h∗ the differential operator d
(ǫ)
h⊥,q
=
∑∞
i=1 ǫ
id
(i)
h⊥,q
where
d
(i)
h⊥,q
=
∑
Γ∈Bi∪BWi
ωΓBΓ and define the reduction algebra H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,q
) of polynomials in ǫ as the
vector space of solutions of the equation
d
(ǫ)
h⊥,q
(F(ǫ)) = 0, F(ǫ) ∈ S(q)[ǫ] (7)
equipped with the ∗CF,ǫ− product, (which is associative on H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,q
) by [7]).
H0(h⊥,dh⊥,q). The system (7) can also be written as homogeneous equations this time not using
the degree on ǫ, but instead the degree degq of each operator BΓ. This results in the same system of
homogeneous equations for a function F =
∑n
i=0 F
(n−i) in S(q) with each F (k) being a homogeneous
polynomial of degree k (degq(F
(k)) = k). For dh⊥,q : S(q) −→ S(q) ⊗ h, the differential operator
dh⊥,q =
∑∞
i=1 d
(i)
h⊥,q
where d
(i)
h⊥,q
=
∑
Γ∈Bi∪BWi
ωΓBΓ, we denote as H
0(h⊥, dh⊥,q) the vector space of
polynomials F , solutions of the equation dh⊥,q(F ) = 0. The Cattaneo-Felder construction without ǫ
is still valid for polynomial functions and defines an associative product ∗CF on H
0(h⊥, dh⊥,q). In the
sequence H0(h⊥, dh⊥,q) will stand for the algebra
(
H0(h⊥, dh⊥,q), ∗CF
)
.
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H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ ,d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) and H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ ,d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
). Let h⊥λ := {f ∈ g
∗/f |h = −λ} = −λ + h
⊥ ⊂ g∗. On
−λ+ h⊥ define the reduction algebra H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) using the deformation parameter ǫ with the same
way as in the vector space case. We denote by H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) the algebra of non degq− homogeneous
ǫ− polynomials P(ǫ), solutions of the equation d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
(P(ǫ)) = 0, equipped with the ∗CF,ǫ product, and the
specialized algebra of h⊥λ as H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) :=
(
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)/ < ǫ− 1 >
)
. The Cattaneo-Felder
product on H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) will be denoted also as ∗CF,(ǫ=1). In the same way we will consider the
associative algebra
(
H0(h⊥λ , dh⊥λ ,q), ∗CF
)
denoted simply as H0(h⊥λ , dh⊥λ ,q).
An important feature introduced in [6]-[7] is the biquantization (and triquantization) diagrams. In
this paper we are using the biquantization diagrams of g∗, h⊥λ , of −f + b
⊥, h⊥λ and the triquantization
diagram of g∗, h⊥λ ,−f + b
⊥, for b polarization with respect to f . More specifically there are bimodule
structures of the reduction space (corresponding to the intersection of the two coisotropic submanifolds)
at the corner of each such diagram with respect to the reduction algebras in the axes. For example in
the biquantization diagram of −f + b⊥,−λ + h⊥, there is a right H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)− module and a left
H0(ǫ)(−f + b
⊥, d
(ǫ)
b⊥
)− module structure of H0(ǫ)(−f + (h + b)
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,b⊥
) (reduction space at the origin of
this diagram).
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2.1 contains Theorem 2.2 that constructs a character
for the associative algebra (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf )
h. We explain how the lagrangian condition permits us
to construct many characters for this algebra. Section 2.2 is introducing the algebra S(g, h, λ) of affine
symbols. It is equipped with a more or less natural Poisson structure and we use it to relate the
commutativity of this algebra with the commutativity ofH0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
). In section 2.3 we prove Theorem
2.6 which is the corresponding result of Theorem 1.1 in the real case for the specialization algebra of
differential operators D( h, λ), and prepare the ground for the proof of the central result of this paper,
Theorem 2.8. It states that the characters constructed in Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 actually coincide. In
section 3, a detailed example of a specific nilpotent Lie algebra, originally treated by Fujiwara, is used to
compute the same characters but via deformation quantization. The benefit is that an explicit formula
for characters of (UC(g)/UC(g)hiλ)
h is obtained thanks to these techniques. An interesting and unknown
term with rational coefficients appears in this formula.
2 Construction and comparison of characters.
2.1 Construction.
Let b be a polarization of f ∈ g∗ and h ⊂ g a subalgebra .We’ll call q a transversal supplementary of h
with respect to b if it satisfies b = b ∩ h⊕ b ∩ q and of course g = h⊕ q. It will be denoted as qb. We’ll
need the following from [9].
Proposition 2.1 ( [9]) Let g be a real Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra and f ∈ g∗ s.t f([h, h]) = 0.
Suppose that there is b a polarization with respect to f and that h is lagrangian with respect to f .
Construct the biquantization diagram of −f + h⊥, −f + b⊥, with −f + b⊥ at the vertical axis. Let qb be
a transversal supplementary space of h in g and let P ∈ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
). Let also
γ : H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
) −→ H0(ǫ)(−f + (h+ b)
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,b⊥
),
P 7→ P ∗1,b 1
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where ∗1,b is the left H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
)− module structure of Cattaneo-Felder for the reduction space
H0(ǫ)(−f + (h+ b)
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,b⊥
). Then γ is a character for H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
).
Proof. Either in [9] or in [2] Prop. 4.3. It is based in proving that H0(ǫ)(−f + b
⊥, d
(ǫ)
b⊥
) = R[ǫ] and that
also H0(ǫ)(−f + (h+ b)
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,b⊥
) = R[ǫ]. ⋄
Recall that in [9] § 6.2.1 the authors gave a precise definition of an 8-colored 1-form θj1j2j3 which in an
abstract triquantization diagram interpolates the two 4-colored 1-forms of biquantization at the corners
of the diagram. In § 6.2.2 they used the form θj1j2j3 in a triquantization diagram of f + b
⊥
1 , h, f + b
⊥
2 ,
where b1, b2 are polarizations of f in normal intersection position (h ∩ (b1 + b2) = h ∩ b1 + h ∩ b2), to
prove that the character computed in Proposition 2.1 is independent of the chosen polarization. Let now
ce = (+,+,+) −→ X
∗
e ∈ (g ∩ h ∩ b)
∗, ce = (−,+,+) −→ X
∗
e ∈ (h ∩ b)
∗/g∗,
ce = (+,−,+) −→ X
∗
e ∈ (g ∩ b)
∗/(h ∩ b)∗, ce = (−,−,+) −→ X
∗
e ∈ b
∗/(g+ h)∗, (8)
ce = (+,+,−) −→ X
∗
e ∈ (g ∩ h)
∗/(h ∩ b)∗, ce = (−,+,−) −→ X
∗
e ∈ h
∗/(g+ b)∗,
ce = (+,−,−) −→ X
∗
e ∈ g
∗/(h+ b)∗, ce = (−,−,−) −→ X
∗
e ∈ g
∗/(g+ h+ b)∗.
be a coloring of graphs in the triquantization diagram with g∗ at the left vertical axis, −f + h⊥
at the horizontal axis and −f + b⊥ at the right vertical axis. Obviously the colors in the right
column of (8) do not appear, but initially we need to consider ourselves in a triquantization set-
ting. Let T1, T2 be the operators T1 : H
0
(ǫ)(g
∗, d
(ǫ)
g∗ ) −→ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
g∗,h⊥
λ
,q
), F 7→ F ∗1 1, and
T2 : H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) −→ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
g∗,h⊥
λ
,q
), G 7→ 1 ∗2G, where ∗1 corresponds to the left H
0
(ǫ)(g
∗, d
(ǫ)
g∗ )−
module structure of H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
g∗,h⊥
λ
,q
) and ∗2 corresponds to the right H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)− module struc-
ture of H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
g∗,h⊥
λ
,q
) in the biquantization diagram of g∗, h⊥λ . Let also q(Y ) := detg
(
sinh adY2
adY
2
)
,
and ∀Y ∈ g set q(ǫ)(Y ) := q(ǫX). Finally let β : S(g) −→ U(g) denote the symmetrization, β(ǫ) :
S(ǫ)(g) −→ U(ǫ)(g) the deformed symmetrization (the PBW Theorem still holds for S(ǫ)(g), U(ǫ)(g)),
and βq,(ǫ) : S(q)[ǫ] −→ (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hλ the quotient deformed symmetrization w.r.t a supplemen-
tary q. Recall that the main result of [3] was Theorem 5.1 stating that the map βq,(ǫ) ◦ ∂
q
1
2
(ǫ)
◦ T
−1
1 T2 :
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)
∼
−→
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hλ
)h
is an non-canonical algebra isomorphism, where T 1 := T1|S(q)[ǫ].
Theorem 2.2 Let g be a real Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra, and f ∈ g∗ s.t h is lagrangian with respect
to f . Suppose also that there is a polarization b of f . Let finally qb be a transversal supplementary space
of h. The linear map of
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf
)h
to R[ǫ] given by
γCT :
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf
)h
−→ R[ǫ]
u 7→ T
L
1 ◦ β¯
−1
qb,(ǫ)
(u)(f) (9)
is a character i.e ∀u, v ∈ (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf )
h, γCT (uv) = γCT (u)γCT (v).
Proof. The proof is a combination of results of [9] with Prop. 2.1. Consider the triquantization
diagram with g∗ at the left vertical axis, −f + h⊥ at the horizontal axis and −f + b⊥ at the right
vertical axis. Choose a transversal supplementary space qb. Let P ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
) on the horizontal
axis approach the right corner of the diagram. By [9], and Prop. 2.1 we calculate there a character
for H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
). This character is γ : P 7→ γ(P ) where γ(P ) = P ∗1,b 1 and ∗1,b is the left
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H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
)− module structure of H0(ǫ)(−f +(h+b)
⊥, d
(ǫ)
h⊥,b⊥
). We prefer to denote the character on
the right corner as P 7→ TR2 (P ) := P ∗1,b 1. The action of exterior graphs deriving in the concentration is
trivial, since we derive TR2 (P ), a constant function on −f+(h+b)
⊥. Move now P at the left corner of the
T2
f+ h
g*
T1
Figure 1:
The operators T
L
1 and T
L
2 at the left corner of the triquantization diagram for g
∗,−f + h⊥,−f + b⊥.
diagram. There we denote by ∗2,h the rightH
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
)−module structure ofH0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
g∗,h⊥
f
,qb
) and
by TL2 (P ) = 1 ∗2,h P the operator composed of W-type graphs on the left corner of the horizontal axis.
Exterior graphs acting nontrivially on TL2 (P ), are nonzero operators that have edges colored by (+,+,−)
and (+,−,−) according to the coloring (8). The 1-form ω+k1k2k3(p, q) of 8 colors that we use to calculate
the weight of such graphs, is zero if q is in the corner. So only egdes of color (+,−,−), i.e with variables
in (h+ b)⊥ can derive nontrivially at this corner. Thus we have to restrict TL2 (P ) in this direction and
consider the restriction TL2 (P )|−f+(h+b)⊥ . Let Γint be the family of possible interior graphs, i.e graphs
appearing in TL2 , and Γext the family of possible exterior graphs. Let also A = exp(
∑
∆∈Γext
∆) be the
operator coming from the exterior contributions acting on the corner, and B = exp(
∑
∆∈Γint
∆) be the
operator corresponding to graphs in TL2 . The operator A consists ofW-type graphs because all the edges
arriving at the corner have the same color. That is, the graphs in A correspond to differential operators
with constant coefficients. In this special case, we can write A(B(P ))|−f+(h+b)⊥ = A(B(P )|−f+(h+b)⊥)
because A derives in the same direction as the restriction. That is, the color (+,−,−) that carry the
edges of A deriving B, corresponds to variables in (h + b)⊥, the space where we have to restrict A(B).
Let A(B(P )|−f+(h+b)⊥) = cf be the result of the evaluation of A on B(P )|−f+(h+b)⊥ . By [9], cf is
a constant function on −f + (h + b)⊥ as it coincides with the evaluation TR2 (P )(f) of the character
P 7→ TR2 (P ) of H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
) at the right corner of the diagram. Since A is an invertible differential
operator of constant coefficients, the fact that cf is a constant function means that A acts trivially on
B(P )|−f+(h+b)⊥ . So at the left corner, the map
P 7→ A(B(P )|−f+(h+b)⊥) = B(P )|−f+(h+b)⊥ = T
L
2 (P )|−f+(h+b)⊥ = (1 ∗2,h P )|−f+(h+b)⊥
is a character of H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
). By Theorem 5.1 in [3], we write P as P = (TL2 )
−1T
L
1 ◦ β¯
−1
qb,(ǫ)
(u) ∈
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
) with u ∈
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf
)h
. Thus since the map P 7→ TL2 (P )|−f+(h+b)⊥ is a character
for H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
f
,qb
), we get a character for
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf
)h
, namely γCT :
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf
)h
−→
R[ǫ] with γCT (u) = T
L
1 ◦ β¯
−1
qb,(ǫ)
(u)(f). ⋄
Note for the future that the function (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf )
h ∋ u 7→ T
L
1 ◦β
−1
qb,(ǫ)(u) is a constant function
on −f + (h+ b)⊥. Also we didn’t supposed so far that (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf )
h is commutative. From [17]
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P 1P
g*
        h
B
A
1
(+++)
     f+b 
Figure 2:
The diagram constructing γCT .
the condition of existence of an O ⊂ λ + h⊥ s.t ∀l ∈ O the H · l orbits are lagrangian, is equivalent to
the condition D(g, h, λ) is commutative. In view of this we can construct a family of characters.
Proposition 2.3 Let g be a real nilpotent Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra and G,H the corresponding
connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. Let also λ ∈ h∗ a character of h, f ∈ g∗ s.t f |h = λ,
b a polarization of f and qb a transversal supplementary space. Suppose that ∃O ⊂ λ+ h
⊥ non-empty,
Zariski-open subset such that ∀l ∈ O, the H · l orbits are lagrangian. Then for every such l, there is a
character of (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hλ)
h namely γlCT :
(
U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hλ
)h
−→ R[ǫ], u 7→ T
L
1 ◦ β¯
−1
qb,(ǫ)
(u)(l).
Proof. Since we are in the nilpotent case, there is always a polarization for the element f . Due to the
lagrangian condition, Theorem 2.2 gives us a character for each l ∈ O. ⋄
2.2 Affine symbols and applications.
Let g be a real nilpotent Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra, λ a character of h and f ∈ g∗ s.t f |h = λ.
Let P(ǫ) ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) with P(ǫ) =
∑n
i=0 ǫ
iPi. Recall that the terms Pi are not homogeneous and
that H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ⊂ S(−f + h⊥) ⊗ R[ǫ]. We introduce the notion of ”affine symbol”, that is a map
σaff : H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) −→ R[−f + h⊥]h, with P(ǫ) 7→ P0.
Lemma 2.4 The symbol map σaff takes values in R[−f+h
⊥] = (S(g)/S(g)hλ)
h
and is an algebra map.
Proof. Let P(ǫ) ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
). Recall from the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [3], that the first equation
of the system
∑
α
(∑
Γα
int
,Γαext
(∑
l,k,m
(
BmΓαext(B
k
Γα
int
(Pn−l))
)
ǫm+k+l
))
= 0, equivalent to a Stokes equa-
tion, was B1Γα
int
(P0) = 0 which implies that P0 ∈ R[−f + h
⊥]h. Furthermore, let α =
∑∞
k=0 ǫ
kαk ∈ R[ǫ].
Then α · P(ǫ) =
∑∞
k=0 ǫ
k(
∑
i+j=k αiPj) and αP(ǫ) ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) since P(ǫ) ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
). In this
case, σaff (αP(ǫ)) = α0P0, and similarly σaff (F(ǫ) + G(ǫ)) = F0 + G0. For the product of F(ǫ), G(ǫ) ∈
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
), let F(ǫ) =
∑n
i=0 ǫ
iFi, G(ǫ) =
∑p
j=0 ǫ
jGj . Then σaff (F(ǫ) ∗CF G(ǫ)) = F0G0. ⋄
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Note however that σaff is not an injective map, since ∀F ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
), F 6= 0⇒ σaff (ǫF ) = 0.
Let now S(g, h, λ) be the algebra S(g, h, λ) := {σaff (P(ǫ))/ P(ǫ) ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)}. It can be equipped
with a Poisson structure: Consider two functions P(ǫ) =
∑n
i=0 ǫ
iPi, Q(ǫ) =
∑p
j=0 ǫ
jQj, with P(ǫ), Q(ǫ) ∈
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
). Then define
{P0, Q0} := σaff
(
P(ǫ) ∗CF Q(ǫ) −Q(ǫ) ∗CF P(ǫ)
ǫ
)
,
where σaff (P(ǫ)) = P0, σaff (Q(ǫ)) = Q0. This Poisson structure is well defined, that is, it doesn’t
depend on the choice of P(ǫ), Q(ǫ). Indeed, let P˜(ǫ) be another choice such that P˜(ǫ) − P(ǫ) = ǫ ·R. Then
P˜(ǫ) ∗CF Q(ǫ) −Q(ǫ) ∗CF P˜(ǫ) = P(ǫ) ∗CF Q(ǫ) −Q(ǫ) ∗CF P(ǫ) + ǫ[R,Q(ǫ)] with ǫ[R,Q(ǫ)] ∈ O(ǫ
2). Thus
[P˜(ǫ),Q(ǫ)]
ǫ =
[P(ǫ),Q(ǫ)]
ǫ + [R,Q(ǫ)] with [R,Q(ǫ)] ∈ O(ǫ), and so
σaff
(
P˜(ǫ) ∗CF Q(ǫ) −Q(ǫ) ∗CF P˜(ǫ)
ǫ
)
= σaff
(
P(ǫ) ∗CF Q(ǫ) −Q(ǫ) ∗CF P(ǫ)
ǫ
)
.
As a corollary one sees that S(g, h, λ) is a Poisson subalgebra of (S(g)/S(g)hλ)
h
and furthermore if
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) is commutative then S(g, h, λ) is a Poisson commutative subalgebra of (S(g)/S(g)hλ)
h
.
We recall the Vergne polarization for the sequence: Let g be a real (nilpotent) Lie algebra and let S be a
flag of ideals g0 = 0 ⊂ g1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ gn = g of g. Let l ∈ g
∗ and Bl be the corresponding Kostant form. Set
gi(l) = {X ∈ gi/∀Y ∈ gi, Bl(X,Y ) = 0}. Then bl,S :=
⊕n
i=1 gi(l) is a polarization called ”the Vergne
polarization” ( [5] ch. IV, Prop 1.1.2).
Proposition 2.5 Let g be a real nilpotent Lie algebra, h and λ as usual. If (S(g)/S(g)hλ)
h is Poisson
commutative then H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) is commutative and H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) is commutative.
Proof. Suppose that (S(g)/S(g)hλ)
h is Poisson commutative. Since h is nilpotent, (Frac(S(g)/S(g)hλ))
h
,
is also commutative (see [2] ch.1, § 1.3.3 for this result of Dixmier). Thus by [12], the H− orbits are
generically lagrangian, that is ∃O ⊂ λ+h⊥ non-empty, Zariski-open subset such that ∀l ∈ O, dim(H ·l) =
1
2 dim(G · l). In other words, ∀l ∈ O, h is lagrangian with respect to l. Also, since g is nilpotent there is a
polarization bl for each l ∈ O (e.g the Vergne polarization). Thus we can apply Proposition 2.3 and con-
struct a character γlCT of the algebra (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h for each l ∈ O. Suppose that H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) isn’t
commutative. Then ∃P1, P2 ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
), such that Q := P1 ∗CF,ǫP2−P2 ∗CF,ǫP1 ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
)
and Q 6= 0. Set Q = Q0 + ǫQ1 + · · · with Q0 non homogeneous term and Q0 ∈ R[−f + h
⊥]h. We
can also suppose without loss of generality that Q0 6= 0 (if necessary we divide Q by an appropriate
power of ǫ). Then γlCT (Q)(l) = Q ∗1,b 1 ∈ R[ǫ]. The term without ǫ in Q ∗1,b 1 is clearly Q0(−l) so
∀l ∈ O, γlCT (Q)(l) = 0 ⇒ ∀l ∈ O, Q0(−l) = 0 ⇒ Q0 = 0 which is a contradiction by construction
of Q. Thus Q = 0 and P1 ∗CF,ǫ P2 = P2 ∗CF,ǫ P1. So H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) is commutative and of course
H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) is then also commutative. ⋄
Let T be a central new variable and define gT := g⊕ < T > and hT := h⊕ < T > such that dim(gT ) =
dim(g) + 1. Set also UT (g) := U(gT ) to be the U.E.A of gT and U(gT )h
T
λ to be the ideal of U(gT ) gen-
erated by hTλ =< H + Tλ(H), H ∈ h >. Following (1), we have (U(gT )/U(gT )h
T
λ )
hT ≃ D(gT , hT , λ) =:
DT (g, h, λ). One can also define as D(T=1)(g, h, λ) := DT (g, h, λ)/ < T−1 > the corresponding specializa-
tion algebra. Recall that in Theorem 6.8 of [3], we showed that H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ≃ D(T=1)(g, h, λ). The
lagrangian condition (3) implies that H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ≃ D(T=1)(g, h, λ) is commutative as a corollary
of Proposition 2.5.
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2.3 The character from representation theory.
Construction of a real character. We first define a distribution on G/B. Let g be a nilpotent Lie
algebra, h a subalgebra and λ a real character of h. Let f ∈ g∗ s.t f |h = λ and b be a polarization of f
with corresponding group B. In this section all characters are real, and if there’s no confusion we’ll use
the previous notations for them. We denote as C∞c (G,B, χf ) the C
∞ functions ψ with compact support
satisfying the equivariance condition for g ∈ G,X ∈ b, exp(X) = b, ψ(gb) = e−f(X)ψ(g) and define a
distribution α(f) by the formula for ψ ∈ C∞c (G,B, χf ),
< α(f), ψ >:=
∫
H/H∩B
ψ(h)ef(H)dH/H∩B(h). (10)
Since the space < H + f(H), H ∈ h > acts by zero on α(f), the algebra (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h acts on
α(f). In [3], Corollary 6.5 we proved that D(T=1)(g, h, λ) →֒
(
(U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
)
, denoted as i(ǫ=1) the
injective map i(ǫ=1) : H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) →֒ (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h and as P(t=1)
(
(U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
)
the values
at t = 1 of polynomial in t families t −→ ut ∈
(
(U(g)/U(g)htλ)
h
)
.
Let z be the center of g. The proof of Theorem 1.1 was reduced to the case z ⊂ h, ker(f) ∩ z = {0}.
In that case dim(z) = 1, and if z =< Z >, and then there are X,Y ∈ ker(f) ∩ g such that [X,Y ] = Z,
and g =< X > ⊕g0 where g0 := {W ∈ g/[W,Y ] = 0} (see [13], § 4.7.7). Also, Theorem 1.1 was proved
under the hypothesis that the character f was unitary. This condition was only used to establish that
in the case h ⊂ g0, we have
(
(U(g)/U(g)hif )
h
)
=
(
(U(g0)/U(g0)hif )
h
)
. The triquantization setting we
used so far, concerned only the real case. Thus, before we proceed it’s necessary to establish Theorem
1.1 for a real character.
Theorem 2.6 Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra and λ a character of h.
Suppose that generically the H− orbits are lagrangian in λ + h⊥. Then for regular f ∈ λ + h⊥ s.t
dim(h · f) = 12 dim(g · f) and for A ∈ D(T=1)(g, h, λ), dτf (A)(α(f)) is a multiple of α(f), and there is
defined a character λf(T=1) : D(T=1)(g, h, λ) −→ R such that
dτf (A)(α(f)) = λ
f
(T=1)(A)α(f). (11)
Proof. The proof is based on the proof of [15], Theorem 1. However, we’ll need some modifications
in the arguments, very important for the rest of the paper. We can suppose that z ⊂ h. Indeed, let K
be the corresponding group of the Lie subalgebra k := h+ z. Since z ⊂ b, for ψ ∈ C∞c (G,B, χf ) we have
< α(f), ψ >=
∫
H/H∩B
ψ(h)χλdH/H∩B =
∫
HZ/(HZ)∩B
ψ(h)χµdH/H∩B =
∫
K/K∩B
ψ(k)χµdK/K∩B,
(12)
where µ := f |(h+z) and Z is the corresponding group of z. Then for X ∈ k, dτf (X)α(f) = −µ(X)α(f)
and thus (UC(g)/UC(g)kµ)
k acts on α(f). Also, there is a natural projection Jk : (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
−→
(U(g)/U(g)kµ)
k
and so a natural projection jk : D(T=1)(g, h, λ) −→ D(T=1)(g, k, µ). Thus if A ∈
D(T=1)(g, h, λ) and A = jk(A) is its image in D(T=1)(g, k, µ), then dτf (A)(α(f)) = dτf (A)(α(f)). Since f
is supposed to be generic and f ∈ µ+k⊥ we can apply the induction hypothesis and there is defined a real
character λ˜f(T=1) : D(T=1)(g, k, µ) −→ R which coincides with λ
f
(T=1). So we can reduce the proof of the
Theorem to the case z ⊂ h. Furthermore, let z
′
:= z∩ ker(f). Setting g
′
:= g/z
′
, h
′
:= h/z
′
, we have that
the conditions of the Theorem are satisfied for g
′
, h
′
, f
′
:= f |g′ . Also, D(T=1)(g, h, λ) = D(T=1)(g
′
, h
′
, λ)
and α(f) is H
′
− semi-invariant. The character λf
′
(T=1) : D(T=1)(g
′
, h
′
, λ) −→ R coincides with λf(T=1) so
we can further reduce the proof of the Theorem to the case z ∩ ker(f) = {0}. Then we distinguish two
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cases: First, suppose that h 6⊂ g0. LetX ∈ h∩ker(f) s.t g = g0⊕X . Set also h0 = h∩g0 (dim h0 < dim h).
Let uT ∈ U(gT ). Then uT can be written as uT =
∑
k v
(k)
T X
k where vT ∈ U((g0)T ). Since X ∈ h∩ker(f)
and U(gT )h
λ
T is the left ideal of U(gT ) generated by elements of the form {H+λ(H)T, H ∈ h}, we have
for h0T := h0⊕ < T >,(
U(gT )/U(gT )h
λ
T
)hT
→֒
(
U((g0)T )/U((g0)T )h
0λ
T
)hT
⊂
(
U((g0)T )/U((g0)T )h
0λ
T
)h0T . (13)
Specializing (13) at T = 1 we get for the corresponding algebras of polynomial families that
D(T=1)(g, h, λ) →֒ D(T=1)(g0, h0, λ0). (14)
Thus for uT ∈
(
(U(gT )/U(gT )h
λ
T )
hT / < T − 1 >
)
= D(T=1)(g, h, λ), and for its image through (14)
u0T ∈
(
(U((g0)T )/U((g0)T )h
0λ
T )
hT / < T − 1 >
)
= D(T=1)(g0, h0, λ0) with uT ≡ u
0
Tmod[U(gT )h
λ
T ], we
have λf(T=1)(uT ) = λ
f0
(T=1)(u
0
T ), following the corresponding computation at Theorem 1.1. For the
proof of the case h ⊂ g0 we need the following intermediate lemma: Fix a supplementary space q s.t
g = h ⊕ q. Let u ∈ UC(g). Let πitλ denote the canonical projection πitλ : UC(g) −→ UC(g)/UC(g)hitλ.
We write u 7→ πitλ(u). For H ∈ h, let dH : SC(q) −→ SC(q) denote the linear map defined by
Q 7→ β−1 (πitλ([H, β(Q)])). For n ∈ N we denote as U0 = K and for n > 0 as Un(g), the vector subspace
of U(g) generated by the products X1X2 · · ·Xk with X1, X2, . . . , Xk ∈ g basis variables and k ≤ n.
Lemma 2.7 For any n ∈ N, the algebra (Un(g)/Un(g)hitλ)
h depends rationally on t through the sym-
metrization map βt.
Proof. Let {H1, . . . , Ht} be a basis of h s.t λ(Ht) = 1 and {H1, . . . , Ht−1} is a basis of kerλ ∩ h. Let
{Q1, . . . , Qr} a basis of q. To prove this Lemma, we check the kernels of the maps dHi , that is the elements
Qα = Qα11 · · ·Q
αr
r ∈ SC(q) s.t πitλ([Hi, β(Q
α)]) = 0. We have that ∀i, [Hi, Q
α] =
∑
γ,δ c
i
γδQ
δHγ . For
z ∈ C, we have modUC(g)hzλ that
[Hi, Q
α] ≡
∑
δ
ciδQ
δ +
∑
γ=(0,...,0,γt),δ
ciγδQ
δ(−z)γt .
Applying β−1 on πzλ([Hi, β(Q
α)]) in order to argue in SC(q), we see that the linear applications
dHi correspond to matrices with polynomial coefficients, and thus we can do calculations in the field of
rational fractions C(z). Our algebra of invariants corresponds to the common kernel of dHi which
depends in a rational way on z, with z generic. Indeed, let’s first write dHi(z) meaning the de-
pendance on z. Examining the dimension of the kernels ker(dHi(z)) for generic z, (actually proving
that ∀i, j, dimC(z)(kerdHi ∩ kerdHj ) = dimC(kerdHi(z) ∩ kerdHj (z)) and that [kerdHi ∩ kerdHj ](z) =
kerdHi(z) ∩ kerdHj (z)), we conclude that the linear maps dHi depend rationally on generic values of z
to prove this intermediate Lemma. ⋄
Before we continue recall that the orbit H ·f is said to be saturated with respect to g⊥0 iff H ·f+g
⊥
0 =
H · f . We now continue the proof of Theorem 2.6 for the case h ⊂ g0. In this case, the condition of
Corwin-Greenleaf (see (1) of equations (2.7) in [17]) holds for the character itλ and we have
(UC(g)/UC(g)hitλ)
h
= (UC(g0)/UC(g0)hitλ)
h
. (15)
This equation depends rationally on it, t ∈ R∗. So if (15) holds for it, t ∈ R∗, it holds also for t in a
Zariski-open subset of R and we write
(UC(g)/UC(g)htλ)
h
= (UC(g0)/UC(g0)htλ)
h
, (16)
but we cannot conclude that a similar equation holds for the algebra (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h
. This is the
difference with respect to the proof of Theorem 1.1 which was about a unitary character. To overcome
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this setback, we can use polynomial families t 7→ ut ∈ (UC(g0)/UC(g0)htλ)
h
. This will allow us to
continue the argument and it explains at the same time why the character at the Theorem’s statement
is defined for D(T=1)(g, h, λ) contrary to Theorem 1.1 where the result holds for (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h. We
argue as follows: Again for T such that [T, g] = 0, set gT := g ⊕ R < T >, (g0)T := g0 ⊕ R < T >,
and hT = {H + Tλ(H), H ∈ h} ⊂ gT . Since here h ⊂ g0, we also have hT ⊂ (g0)T . Finally set
U(gT ) to be the U.E.A of gT and U((g0)T ) the U.E.A of (g0)T . Recall also that if h ⊂ g0, then
∀f ⊂ O ⊂ λ + h⊥, the orbits H · f are saturated with respect to g⊥0 . Using this fact we’ll prove
that (U((g0)T )/U((g0)T )hT )
hT = (U(gT )/U(gT )hT )
hT . First we have that l ∈ h⊥T ⇔ l = f + µT
∗ for
f ∈ h⊥µλ (recall that abusively we wrote h
⊥
λ = −λ + h
⊥). Indeed for H ∈ h we have that l ∈ h⊥T ⇔
l(H + Tλ(H)) = 0 ⇔ l(H) + l(T )λ(H) = 0 ⇔ l = f + µT ∗, f ∈ h⊥µλ. Thus for l ∈ h
⊥
T , X ∈ gT , we
also have that X ∈ hT (l)⇔ ∀H
′ ∈ hT , l([X,H
′] = 0 ⇔ ∀H ∈ h, f([X,H ]) = 0⇔ X ∈ h(f)⊕ < T >.
Since for the data g, h, λ and f ∈ O ⊂ h⊥λ , the H · f orbits are saturated with respect to g
⊥
0 , we have
dim(h(f)) = dim(h(f0))− 1, for f ∈ O (see (2.7)-(2.8) of [17]). Set OT := ∪µµO. The set OT is Zariski
open since O is itself Zariski open. Thus we have that for l ∈ OT , dim(hT (l)) = dim(hT (l|(g0)T )) − 1
and so the HT− orbits are saturated with respect to (g0)
⊥
T ⊂ g
∗
T . Theorem 5.2 from [17] along with the
equivalences (2.7), (2.8) from [17], essentially prove that for generic f ∈ O ⊂ h⊥λ ,
D(g0, h, λ0) = D(g, h, λ)⇔ H · f are saturated with respect to g
⊥
0 . (17)
Applying Theorem (17), for gT , hT we get (again for UC(g))
(UC((g0)T )/UC((g0)T )hT )
hT = (UC(gT )/UC(gT )hT )
hT . (18)
Specializing (18) at T = 1, we have that the algebras
(
(UC((g0)T )/UC((g0)T )hT )
hT / < T − 1 >
)
and(
(UC(gT )/UC(gT )hT )
hT / < T − 1 >
)
, are equal and correspond to the same polynomial family of oper-
ators, namely
D(T=1)(g0, h, λ0) = D(T=1)(g, h, λ). (19)
Recall that D(T=1)(g, h, λ) →֒ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h so in this case we can provide the Theorem only on the
level of D(T=1)(g, h, λ). The character in this case is calculated accordingly with Theorem 1.1. ⋄
2.4 The Theorem on characters
Theorem 2.8 Let g be a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra, h ⊂ g a subalgebra, λ a character
of h. Let also P ∈ H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) and u ∈ D(T=1)(g, h, λ) such that u = i(ǫ=1)(P ). Then for generic
f ∈ λ+ h⊥, there is a pair (bf , qf ) such that
T1 ◦ β
−1
qf ,(ǫ)(P )|ǫ=1(−f) = λ
f
(T=1)(u). (20)
Before its proof we have to examine the conditions of Theorems 1.1 and 2.6 and check if the special
case for which those Theorems were proved, can be applied also in biquantization without loss of gen-
erality. There is an important difference in the initial conditions needed to construct a character with
biquantization techniques and harmonic analysis. In the first case, the construction can be given ”point-
wise”. That is for a chosen f ∈ λ + h⊥ such that the lagrangian condition holds, we create a character
of H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
f , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
f
,q
) like in Proposition 2.1. If moreover the algebra (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h is commutative
then we can extend the construction and create such a character for H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) (recall that
H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) is smaller than (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
) at a generic f ∈ λ + h⊥. In the case of harmonic
analysis, the statement of [15] Theorem 1 (which is Theorem 1.1 here) supposes the finite multiplic-
ity condition for the representation τλ. Thus the character of (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h is constructed there for
generic f satisfying the lagrangian condition. But Theorem 2.8 refers to a (maybe) smaller algebra
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D(T=1)(g, h, λ) ⊂ (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
. Its proof uses double induction on dim(g) and dim(h). For this we
proceed in three steps: First we prove that one can suppose that z ⊂ h. This is done by showing that
if instead of h we use the Lie subalgebra k := h + z from the biquantization side we always calculate
the same character. Once this is established, we prove that one can also suppose that z ∩ ker(f) = {0}.
Again we are concentrated in the biquantization setting. The last part is induction on dim(g) where we
distinguish the cases h ⊂ g0 and h 6⊂ g0.
First step: The hypothesis z ⊂ h. Let k = h+ z and K ⊂ G be its corresponding Lie subgroup.
Note that the following Lemma is a pointwise result.
Lemma 2.9 Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra, z the center of g, h ⊂ g a subalgebra, λ a character of
h, and f ∈ λ + h⊥. Let b be a polarization with respect to f . Let also g = h ⊕ qb be a decomposition
of g where qb satisfies the transversal condition for the polarization b. Let z = z ∩ h ⊕ z ∩ qb and set
zqb := z ∩ qb. Finally let k = h⊕ zqb and qb = zqb ⊕ V , i.e V is a supplementary of zqb in qb. Then
P ∈ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,qb
)⇒ P |−f+k⊥ ∈ H
0
(ǫ)(k
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
k⊥
f
,V
).
Proof. Let P =
∑
cαzαPα, z
α ∈ S(zqb)[ǫ], Pα ∈ S(V )[ǫ]. Set P := P |−f+k⊥ . In the equations
defining the reduction algebra ([3] after Lemma 3.4) we saw that only two kinds of Kontsevich graphs
arise, namely B− type and BW− type graphs. Let’s formulate the reduction equations forH0(ǫ)(t
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
t⊥
f
,V
).
For this, let Dn be the differential operator corresponding to a possible Bn− type graph. Then Dn(P ) =∑
cαzαDn(Pα). Examining the possible coloring in such a B− type graph, the edges deriving P carry
variables from V . Furthermore, no vertex except the root of the B− type graph can belong to zqb . Let
Dn, P be the respective objects defined on the new supplementary V , in the decomposition g = k ⊕ V .
Thus checking all cases of coloring for the decomposition g = h⊕ qb we see that then
Dn(P ) = Dn(P ). (21)
With the same reasoning the Lemma holds for Dn being an operator coming from a BWn− type
graph. Finally, since for the differential d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,qb
we have d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,qb
=
∑
nDn, we have by (21)
P ∈ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,qb
)⇒
∑
i
ǫid
(i)
h⊥
λ
,qb
(P ) = 0⇒
∑
i
ǫid
(i)
k⊥
l
,V
(P ) = 0⇒ P ∈ H0(ǫ)(k
⊥
f , d
(ǫ)
k⊥
f
,V
). ⋄
Lemma 2.10 Let g, h, λ, z be as before, V be a vector subspace such that g = (h+ z)⊕V and q such that
g = h⊕q. Let f ∈ λ+h⊥ and suppose the lagrangian condition holds for f . Let γzCT : (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)(h+
z)f )
h+z −→ R[ǫ], u 7→ T 1 ◦ β
−1
V,(ǫ)(u) and γCT : (U(ǫ)(g)/U(ǫ)(g)hf )
h −→ R[ǫ], u 7→ T 1 ◦ β
−1
q,(ǫ)(u) be
characters constructed as in Theorem 2.2. Then
T 1 ◦ β
−1
V,(ǫ)(u) = T 1 ◦ β
−1
q,(ǫ)(u)|−f+(h+z)⊥ . (22)
Proof. Let P =
∑
α zαQα ∈ S(q) with zα ∈ S(zq)[ǫ], Qα ∈ S(V )[ǫ]. Let u = βq,(ǫ)(P ) + U(ǫ)(g)hf .
We have βq,(ǫ)(P ) =
∑
α zαβ(ǫ)(Qα). Set u =
∑
zαβ(Qα). Then from Lemma 2.9, the two characters in
(22) are well defined and equal. ⋄
We then consider the characters of the specialized algebras γ
(ǫ=1)
CT : H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,qb
) −→ R and
γ
z,(ǫ=1)
CT : H
0
(ǫ=1)(k
⊥
f , d
(ǫ=1)
k⊥
f
,V
) −→ R for which we’ll have γ
(ǫ=1)
CT (u) = γ
z,(ǫ=1)
CT (u) (recall that the operators
in Theorem 2.2 are composed of W− type graphs so intervention of z doesn’t alter these computations).
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On the harmonic analysis side, we define a character of k as µ := f |(h+z). There is a morphism δ :(
U(gT )/U(gT )h
λ
T
)hT
−→ (U(gT )/U(gT )k
µ
T )
kT and by specialization at T = 1 we get a morphism
δ(T=1) : D(T=1)(g, h, λ) −→ D(T=1)(g, k, µ) ⊂ (U(g)/U(g)kµ)
k
.
Then by Theorems 1.1 and 2.6 we get that for u ∈ D(T=1)(g, h, λ), u its image in D(T=1)(g, k, µ) and
λ
f
(T=1) the character of Theorem 2.6 for D(T=1)(g, k, µ), it is λ
f
(T=1)(u) = λ
f
(T=1)(u). So the constructions
and computations from both sides match. Thus if Theorem 2.8 is true for g, the subalgebra k = h+z ⊂ g,
and a polarization b, then one can take
b′ := b ∩ (h+ zqb)⊕ b ∩ V = (b ∩ h+ zqb)⊕ b ∩ V = b ∩ h⊕ b ∩ (zqb + V ),
and prove the same fact for the subalgebra h and the polarization b′ simply by taking for supplementary
the space q = zqb + V . We thus saw that the character from biquantization can be calculated supposing
z ⊂ h without loss of generality. For the analytic setting this was known from Theorems 1.1 and 2.6.
Second step: The hypothesis z ∩ ker(λ) = {0}.
Lemma 2.11 Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra, h a subalgebra, λ a character of h and z the center of g.
Suppose that z ⊂ h. Let q be such that g = h⊕ q, and set z′ := z ∩ ker(λ). Let g′ := g/z′, h′ := h/z′ and
let q′ be such that g′ = h′ ⊕ q′. Then
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ≃ H0(ǫ)((h
′)⊥λ , d
(ǫ)
(h′)⊥
λ
,q′
).
Proof. Since z′ ⊂ h and q′ is such that g′ = h′⊕q′, we have (q′)∗ ≃ q∗. Recall that q∗ ≃ h⊥. Furthermore
(h′)⊥ := {X ∈ g/∀Y ∈ h′, λ([X,Y ]) = 0} and since again z′ ⊂ z and h = h′ + z′, (h′)⊥ = h⊥. Thus in
the following diagram all the arrows are vector space isomorphisms.
(h′)⊥ → h⊥
↓ ↓
(q′)∗ → q∗
Check the differentials d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
and d
(ǫ)
(h′)⊥
λ
,q′
. Since h′ = h/z′, the graphs in d
(ǫ)
(h′)⊥
λ
,q′
are the same with the
graphs in the differential d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q′
. Then by [9] a change of supplementary space for h⊥λ gives isomorphic
reduction algebras so H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q′
) ≃ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) and so H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ≃ H0(ǫ)((h
′)⊥λ , d
(ǫ)
(h′)⊥
λ
,q′
). ⋄
Thus, under the condition z′ = z ∩ ker(f) = {0} there is no loss of generality for the character
calculated with biquantization. For the harmonic analysis setting this is also true from Theorems 1.1
and 2.6. Thus we can now proceed to the last step in the proof of Theorem 2.8 under the conditions
z ⊂ h, z ∩ ker(f) = {0}.
Third step: Induction on dim g.
Under these conditions we have dim(z) = 1. Let z = RZ. Then there are X,Y ∈ g∩ker(f) such that
[X,Y ] = Z, f(Z) = 1 ( [13] § 4.7.7). If we also set g0 := {W ∈ g/[W,Y ] = 0}, then g = g0+ < X > (g0
is an hyperplane and codimension 1 ideal). In his proof, Fujiwara supposes that b ⊂ g0. As we’ll see this
implies a particular choise of qb. We proceed by induction. For dim(g) = 1 the Theorem is true since
h = g and (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h = R. Suppose by induction that the Theorem is true for all nilpotent Lie
algebras g such that the lagrangian condition holds and dim(g) = n− 1. In the case of g0, the induction
hypothesis holds for g0, h, λ0 = λ|g0 . For the final step of the induction, we consider two cases:
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Case h ⊂ g0. Since h ⊂ g0, let V be such that g0 = h ⊕ V . Applying the induction hypothesis to
g0, h, V , one can take q := V⊕ < X > as a new supplementary in order to prove the claim for g, h, q. In
biquantization terms we have that
H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,V
) = H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
), (23)
where the first is considered as a subalgebra of S(g0) and the second as a subalgebra of S(g). Indeed,
(23) holds: [3], Theorem 6.8 in view of (18) says that
H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,V
) = D(T=1)(g0, h, λ0) = D(T=1)(g, h, λ) = H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
). (24)
Finally since i(ǫ=1)(H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,V
)) = P(t=1)
(
(U(g0)/U(g0)hλ)
h
)
and i(ǫ=1)(H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
)) =
P(t=1)
(
(U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
)
, we can write i(ǫ=1)(H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
)) = P(t=1)
(
(U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h
)
=
= P(t=1)
(
(U(g0)/U(g0)hλ)
h
)
= i(ǫ=1)(H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,V
). Thus we proved that all spaces and algebras
behave in the same way in our induction on the harmonic analysis and the biquantization side.
We prove now that the calculation of characters also coincides. Indeed, since b ⊂ g0, the distribution
α(f) can now be considered as a distribution on G0/B and so by (19), for the characters λ
f
(T=1) :
D(T=1)(g, h, λ) −→ R, and λ
f ′
(T=1) : D(T=1)(g0, h, λ) −→ R we have λ
f
(T=1) = λ
f ′
(T=1). Indeed, in the
biquantization side, equality (23) suggests that every P ∈ H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) can be written as an element
of S(V ). Thus since h ⊂ g0, b ⊂ g0, at the corner of the biquantization diagram of −f+b
⊥ and −f +h⊥
where the character γCT : H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) −→ R[ǫ], P 7→ TL2 |−f+(h+b)⊥(P ) is calculated, we see that
all components involved in the computation are in g0. Thus if γ
(ǫ=1)′
CT : H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ0
, d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ0
,V
) −→ R is the
character computed for g0, h, λ0, we have that for P ∈ H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
), γ
(ǫ=1)′
CT (P ) = γ
(ǫ=1)
CT (P ). Apply
the induction hypothesis for g0, h, λ0 to prove the Theorem in the case h ⊂ g0.
Case h 6⊂ g0. Set again h0 := g0 ∩ h. Suppose that for dim(g0) = n − 1, h0 6⊂ h, the claim
holds for g0, h0, λ0 := λ|g0 . Let U(g0)h0λ denote the ideal of U(g0) generated by the family of el-
ements < H + λ0(H), H ∈ h0 >. Since h 6⊂ g0, we can use the same supplementary to pass
from g0 to g. That is we write g = h ⊕ q and g0 = h0 ⊕ q. Regarding the reduction algebras
H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) , H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ)
h⊥0λ,q
) we have now that H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ⊂ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ)
h⊥0λ,q
). Indeed the
condition h 6⊂ g0 implies that there is Y ∈ h s.t Y 6⊂ g0 and so a decomposition g = q ⊕ h0⊕ < Y >.
Then since g0 = q ⊕ h0 is an ideal of g, we have [g0, g] ⊂ g0 which means that [Y, q] ⊂ g0 and so d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
contains all the possible graphs in d
(ǫ)
h⊥0λ,q
and additionally those that the variable Y is associated to the
edge e∞. Thus H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ⊂ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ)
h⊥0λ,q
), and specializing at ǫ = 1 we haveH0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ⊂
H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥0λ,q
). With respect to the computation of the character from harmonic analysis in Theorem
9, we have in this case that for uT ∈
(
(U(gT )/U(gT )h
λ
T )
hT / < T − 1 >
)
= D(T=1)(g, h, λ), and for its
image u0T ∈
(
(U((g0)T )/U((g0)T )h
0λ
T )
hT / < T − 1 >
)
= D(T=1)(g0, h0, λ0) with uT ≡ u
0
Tmod[U(gT )h
λ
T ],
λf(T=1)(uT ) = λ
f0
(T=1)(u
0
T ). Respectively in the biquantization setting, the supplementary q as we
said is now in g0. Since also b ⊂ g0, the calculations for γCT : H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) −→ R[ǫ] are tak-
ing place in g0. So if γ
′′
CT : H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ)
h⊥0λ,q0
) −→ R[ǫ], is the character computed for g0, h0, λ0, let
γ
(ǫ=1)′′
CT : H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥0λ,q0
) −→ R and γ
(ǫ=1)
CT : H
0
(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) −→ R be the corresponding charac-
ters defined on the specializations. Then we get that for P ∈ H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ=1)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ⊂ H0(ǫ=1)(h
⊥
0λ, d
(ǫ)
h⊥0λ,q
),
we have γ
(ǫ=1)′′
CT (P ) = γ
(ǫ=1)
CT (P ). ⋄
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It is important here to note that the construction of the character γCT (P ) = T1 ◦β
−1
qf
(P ) depends on
the choice of the supplementary space qf . Since this space is chosen with respect to the polarization bf
the character also depends on bf . This is in contrast with the representation theory character u 7→ λf (u)
which, as was noted before, is independent of the polarization used. So to prove the equality (20), we
have to choose bf , qf .
3 On an example of H.Fujiwara.
In this section we discuss an example of H.Fujiwara to show the importance of the transversality condition
between the polarization and the supplementary of h, and provide a character formula. For the choise
of q made originally by Fujiwara, we show that there is no polarization in transversal position
b = b ∩ q+ b ∩ h (25)
with respect to this specific q. Then we verify that the ∗− product for S(q)h in this case is the Moyal
product and make evident that the symmetrization map βq : S(q)
h −→ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h is not an
isomorphism of algebras for this choise of q. Afterwards we compute a transversal choice qV of q for
the Vergne polarization. The symmetrization operator βqV is subject to change if we change λ and as
a consequence βqV isn’t an isomorphism of algebras. Instead we suggest that βqV is an isomorphism of
algebras only when it is evaluated on l ∈ λ+h⊥. This is verified on the generators of S(q)h. The operators
T1, T2 are trivial in this example so β
−1
qV
gives a character for (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h. All computations that
are left out can be found at [2] § 5.5.
3.1 Description of the example.
Consider the real, nilpotent Lie algebra g, generated by elements X,U, V,E, Z, with non-zero brackets
[U, V ] = E, [X,U ] = V, [X,V ] = Z.
Let λ = E∗ ∈ g∗, and consider the Lie subalgebra h = RX ⊕ RE of g. Let z(UC(g)) be the center of the
envelopping algebra UC(g), and take the elements
A = 2UZ − V 2, W = A− 2EX
of UC(g). A is h− invariant and also [g,W ] = 0 with W ∈ z(UC(g)). For l ∈ λ + h
⊥ ≃ R3, we have
g(l) = z(g)+R(X−l(Z)U+l(V )V ). As EX ∈ UC(g)hλ =< H+λ(H), H ∈ h >, A andW are in the same
coset modUC(g)h so represent the same element of D(g, h, λ) ≃ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h. The algebra D(g, h, λ)
is commutative as the H · l orbits are lagrangian. Indeed, both h, hl := {A ∈ g/∀B ∈ h, l([A,B]) = 0}
are isotropic subspaces with respect to l. Let now q =< Z,U, V >. For this choise of supplementary
space, we have a symmetric space g = h⊕q. To calculate the algebra S(q)h we first calculate the coadjoint
orbits of H , the associated to h connected, nilpotent Lie group. With the appropriate parametrizations
and eliminations one eventually finds that
S(q)h ≃ C[Z, 2ZU − V 2]. (26)
For the choise q =< Z,U, V >, we have by direct computation A2 = 4U2Z2− 4Zβ(UV 2) +V 4 = β(A2).
3.2 First choise of q.
Let now A¯ = 2UZ − V 2 denote the element of SC(q)
h. Since the choise q =< Z,U, V > makes (h, q) a
symmetric pair, we know that H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) ≃ (SC(q)
h[ǫ], ∗CF ). In [9], ch.3, it is proved that in the
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case of symmetric spaces, the ∗CF−product coincides with the product given by the function E(X,Y ),
where
Eλ(X,Y ) := exp(λ(H(X,Y )))E(X,Y ), Bπ(exp(X), exp(Y )) = Eλ(X,Y ) exp(X + Y ),
λ ∈ h∗, X, Y ∈ q, and Bπ is the product defined in [9], §1.4.1. Furthermore, in this example, we may
see q as a symplectic space, suggesting that actually the ∗− product in S(q)h is nothing else than the
Moyal product ∗M . Calculating this product and powers of A we take U ∗M V
2 = UV 2 + {U, V 2} =
UV 2 +M12
∂U
∂U ·
∂V 2
∂V = UV
2 − V and V 2 ∗M U = V
2U + {V 2, U} = V 2U +M21
∂V 2
∂V ·
∂U
∂U = V
2U + V .
Thus, in S(q)h we compute:
A¯ ∗M A¯ = (2ZU − V
2) ∗M (2ZU − V
2) = 4Z2U2 − 2Z(U ∗M V
2)− 2Z(V 2 ∗M U) + V
4 = A¯2 (27)
In order to prove an isomorphism of algebras (SC(q)
h, ∗M ) ≃ (SC(q)
h, ·), problems arise with powers
A¯k, and Ak, for k ≥ 3. To attack the problem from both sides, we want to compute A¯3 for the Moyal
product. For this, we use the graph description of ∗M . Putting A¯
2, A¯ on the horizontal axis, we run
over the possible nonzero graphs to construct ∗M . After this check and taking in mind the coefficients
coming from the Lie bracket and the formula of ∗M , one finds
A¯ ∗M A¯ ∗M A¯ = A¯
2 ∗M A¯ = A¯
2 · A¯+
∂2
∂U2
A¯2 ·
∂2
∂V 2
A¯ = A¯3 −
1
8
· 8Z2 · 2 = A¯3 − 2Z2, (28)
where in the left hand-side we have the Moyal product in SC(q)
h, and in the right-hand side the ordinary
product in SC(q)
h. Thus, it is obvious that βq : (SC(q)
h, ·) −→ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h, for q =< Z,U, V >
is not an isomorphism of algebras. As an immediate consequence, for l ∈ λ+ h⊥, the map
(UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h ∋ A 7→ β−1q (A)(l)
isn’t a morphism of algebras, i.e a character of (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h.
We claim that to construct such a character, one needs to select q in a transversal way with respect
to a given polarization b and the subalgebra h and then evaluate on l. In this example the particular
choise of q made so far is not transversal to any polarization.
Indeed, let q = R < U, V, Z >. This is an h− invariant supplementary space of h, isomorphic to
g/h. As dim(g) = 5, dim(g(l)) = 3, a polarization b has to be of dimension 12 (dim(g) + dim(g(l)) = 4.
By definition of the polarization it has to be g(l) ⊆ b and by checking the dimensions, g(l) will be a
codimension 1 subalgebra of b, so an ideal of b. So finding a polarisation b, is the same thing as to find
a vector Y ∈ g such that Y /∈ g(l) and [Y, g(l)] ⊆ g(l).
The condition l([Y, g(l)]) = 0 will be always satisfied by the definition of g(l). It turns out that we
have only one possibility for Y . Indeed, since ∀l ∈ λ + h⊥, g(l) =< E,Z > ⊕R(X − l(Z)U + l(V )V ),
is of codimension 1 in b, it is also an ideal of b. Thus, it should be [Y, g(l)] ⊂ g(l) and in particular,
[Y,K] ⊂ g(l), where K = X − l(Z)U . Assume that Y = aU + bV . Then [Y,K] = −aV − bZ − l(Z)bE
which has to be in g(l). This means a = 0 and so Y = V . Thus, the condition (25) is not satisfied and
the choise q = R < Z,U, V > for the supplementary of h is not transversal to any polarization b. This
explains the fact that βq is not an isomorphism of algebras as we already calculated in (28).
3.3 A transversal choise of q.
Let l ∈ λ+ h⊥. For such an l and choosing the flag S as
g1 = RE, g2 = RE⊕RZ, g3 = RE⊕RZ⊕RV, g4 = RE⊕RZ⊕RV⊕RX, g5 = RE⊕RZ⊕RV⊕RX⊕RU,
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then one can compute the Vergne polarization with respect to these data and get
bV (l, S) =< E,Z, V,K >, qV =< Z, V,K > . (29)
for l ∈ O = {f ∈ λ+ h⊥/f(Z) 6= 0}, and K = X − l(Z)U + l(V )V . This is a transversal choise of q and
we also compute that T1,qV = 1. An important remark here is that bV is the only possible polarization
in this example.
3.4 Comparison of the two choises.
We denote as ql, instead of qV , the transversal choise suggested by the Vergne polarisation. This
makes sense, as ql in (29) depends on l ∈ λ + h
⊥. Let also β¯q : SC(q) −→ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ) and
β¯ql : SC(ql) −→ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ) denote the corresponding symmetrization maps for each choise of q
2.
Let τl be the irreducible representation associated to the orbit G · l by the Kirillov map and let αl be
the element of (H−∞l )
H,χλ defined in (2). As W ∈ zUC(g), we have that β
−1(W 3) = β−1(W )3, and we
calculate the action of A and W on αl through the induced by g representation of UC(g) on (H
−∞
l )
H,χλ :
dτ−∞l (A)αl = dτ
−∞
l (W )αl = β
−1(A)(il)αl = (l(V )
2 − 2l(Z)l(U))αl.
Also,
dτ−∞l (A
3)αl = dτ
−∞
l (W
3)αl = β
−1(W 3)(il)αl = (l(V )
2 − 2l(Z)l(U))3αl.
However, if we calclate directly in S(g), we get
β−1(A3) = (2UZ − V 2)3 − 2Z2E2, (30)
that is
dτ−∞l (A
3)αl 6= β
−1(A3)(il)αl.
We will show now that β¯ql : SC(ql) −→ (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ) induces a character A 7→ β
−1
ql
(A)(l) for the
algebra of invariant elements when evaluated on l ∈ λ+h⊥. Take againK = X−l(Z)U , ql =< Z, V,K >,
A¯ = 2UZ − V 2. Then
A = 2UZ − V 2 = 2Z(
X −K
l(Z)
)− V 2 and A ≡ [−
2ZK
l(Z)
− V 2] mod UC(g)hλ.
Thus, β¯−1ql (A) = −
2ZK
l(Z) − V
2 which is well defined as we supposed that l(Z) 6= 0. When evaluated
on l, we have β¯−1ql (A)(l) = −l(V )
2 − 2l(K) = −l(V )2 − 2l(X) + 2l(Z)l(U) = A¯(l), and the same for
A¯2: β¯−1ql (A
2)(l) = A¯2(l), β¯−1ql (A
2) = A¯2. We’ll see now that β¯−1ql (A
3)(l) = A¯3(l), while β¯−1ql (A
3) 6= A¯3.
Indeed, this is because one has to change ql when l(Z) changes.
Let Eˆ = E − Zl(Z) , Kˆ = U −
X
l(Z) . Then [Kˆ, V ] = E −
Z
l(Z) = Eˆ, [X, Kˆ] = V = [X,U ]. Thus the Lie
algebra g of the example, is isomorphic to gˆ =< Eˆ,X, Kˆ, V, Z > and in particular, setting hˆ =< Eˆ,X >,
qˆ = gˆ/hˆ, gˆ is a symmetric space. Then l ∈ hˆ⊥ since l([Kˆ, V ]) = l(Eˆ) = 0 and we fall back to the case of
a symmetric space without a character.
In that case, we know that the symmetrization map βˆqˆ : S(qˆC)
hˆ −→ (UC(gˆ)/UC(gˆ)hˆ)
hˆ is an isomor-
phism of algebras. Here, 2KˆZ − V 2 is again hˆ− invariant and by the theory of nilpotent symmetric
spaces (see [4]), we get βˆ((2KˆZ − V 2)3) = (2KˆZ − V 2)3modUC(gˆ)hˆ.
2We can’t take directly the invariant subspaces here as ql isn’t h− invariant.
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On the other hand, as polynomials, 2KˆZ − V 2 ≡ A¯ on h⊥λ . Also, since [A,X ] = [A,Z] = 0 we may
write (
A−
2XZ
l(Z)
)3
≡ A3modUC(g)hλ,
(
A−
2XZ
l(Z)
)3
≡ A3modUC(g)hˆ.
By the fact that g ≃ gˆ and (30), we can rewrite for gˆ and the symmetrization map βˆ : S(gˆC) −→ U(gˆC),
βˆ−1((2KˆZ − V 2)3) = (2KˆZ − V 2)3 − 2Z2Eˆ2.
Conversely, in U(gˆC)
βˆ((2KˆZ − V 2)3)− 2Z2Eˆ2 = (2KˆZ − V 2)3 = A3modUC(gˆ)hˆλ,
since 2KˆZ − V 2 = A− 2ZXl(Z) . Finally, modUC(g)hλ, we have Eˆ = 1−
Z
l(Z) and so
A3 = βql(A¯
3)− 2Z2(1−
Z
l(Z)
)2 = βql(A¯
3 − 2Z2(1−
Z
l(Z)
)2). (31)
One can see clearly here, that β¯−1ql (A
3) 6= A¯3 but β¯−1ql (A
3)(l) = A¯3(l) as the second term at the right
hand side of (31) disappears when we evaluate on l.
3.5 Isomorphism of reduction spaces.
We have calculated that H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) = S(q)h[ǫ] =< Z, 2UZ − V 2 > [ǫ]. For the transversal choise
bV , qV , we can simply take K = X − l(Z)U as V is already in the supplementary space. The question
here is to compute the isomorphism
Bq,ql : H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
) −→ H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,ql
).
We have to describe first the ∗− product in H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,qV
). The pair h ⊕ ql is almost symmetric,
since the only non-convenient bracket is the [K,V ] = Z− l(Z)E ∈ z(g). This means that the ∗− product
we are looking for, will be the sum of the Moyal product and some extra terms coming from this bracket.
We follow the approach in [9]. Finding the vector field υ, we proceed to the solution of the differential
equation
∂µt = [DUπˆt(υˆ), µt], (32)
where U is the L∞− quasi-isomorphism of Kontsevich, πt = e
tadυ · π = π + t[υ, π] + t
2
2 [υ, [υ, π]], µt =
U(eπt) and the hat denotes the partial Fourier transform. To do so, one has to check the possible graphs
with non-zero contributions for the operator DU :
The change of basis
{X,E,Z, V, U} −→ {X,E,Z, V, U −X/l(Z)},
is non-singular for l(Z) 6= 0, i.e for l ∈ O. Thus after the construction in [9] we write υ = Xl(Z)∂U .
According to the brackets from the data of the example, the Poisson vector field π here is described by
three diagrams as shown in Fig. 3. The computation of [π, υ] consists in gluing the graphs of the two
vector fields υ, π and searching for non-zero graphs. This gives, that [π, υ] = π ◦ υ + υ ◦ π corresponds
to the graph in Fig. 4.
Thus, πt = π+ t[π, υ] and according with what is just said, πt can be expressed in graph terms. Next,
one checks the graphs in the expression of the operator DUπt(υ). In general, the graph corresponding to
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E*
U* V*
V*
U* X* X*V*
Z*
Figure 3:
The nonzero components of π
X*/l(Z) U* Z
U
V
Figure 4:
At the left, the vector field υ and at the right the bracket [π, υ].
V
Z
X
V
X
U
. u
.t
Figure 5:
At the left, how the operator DUπt looks like and at the right two a priori nonzero graphs.
this operator, will receive a colored (∈ h∗) edge from the horizontal axis, which goes either to a vertex
of the graph or leaves to infinity. In the first case, there still has to be a colored edge leaving to infinity,
which narrows down the open possibilities for graphs. In our example, and after the graphs appearing in
π, the ground edge leaves to infinity, so we search for contributions among the different types of graphs
listed in § 5.5.1 of [9] and which we recall in Fig. 6.
u
u
u
u
Figure 6:
Possible graphs for DUπt .
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Using among others the argument that U isn’t in the derived algebra [g, g] of g, we are left with two
nonzero graphs for DUπt , and after calculating their weights (equal to
1
12 ),
DUπt(υ) =
1
12
(
1
l(Z)
∂3U −
tZ
l(Z)2
∂3U
)
. (33)
As a special but simple case, the graph in Fig. 7 is also zero because when we’ll later evaluate at
U
Figure 7:
Another zero contribution.
l ∈ {ξ / ξ|h = λ|h} we’ll get l(X) = 0 from υ = −
X
l(Z)∂U , λ = E
∗. Graphically, the operator DUπt is
given by the sum at Fig. 8.
+             t
ZE X
U U
Figure 8:
The solution graphically.
DUπt is a commuting family of operators and so the solution of equation (32) is
e
∫
t
DUπtdt. (34)
As far as it concerns relations between (H0(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,q
), ∗M ) ≃ (H
0
(ǫ)(h
⊥
λ , d
(ǫ)
h⊥
λ
,ql
), ∗Ml) and (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h
we can write
β−1((2UZ − V 2)3 − 2Z2) = A¯ ∗M A¯ ∗M A¯ = A¯
3 − 2Z2, (35)
β−1ql ((2UZ − V
2)3 − 2Z2) = (2UZ − V 2)3 − 2Z2 +
4Z3
l(Z)
−
2Z4
l(Z)2
. (36)
Indeed, for t = 1,
Bq,ql((2UZ − V
2)3 − 2Z2) = e[
1
12l(Z)
(1− Z
2l(Z)
)∂3U ]((2UZ − V 2)3 − 2Z2) =
((2UZ − V 2)3 − 2Z2) +
4Z3
l(Z)
−
2Z4
l(Z)2
.
Thus a first formula that one can derive is
β−1ql (A) = e
[ 1
12l(Z)
(1− Z
2l(Z)
)∂3U ]β−1q (A). (37)
So after evaluation at l, we get
β−1ql (A
3)(l) = A¯3(l), (38)
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and β−1ql (A)(l) = β
−1
q (A)(l) by (37). If φ(A) is the polynomial associated to A, this in turn implies that
the map
(UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h ∋ A 7→
[
l 7→ φ(A)(l) =
(
e[
1
12l(Z)
(1− Z
2l(Z)
)∂3U ]β−1q (A)
)
(l)
]
is polynomial. Let B¯ = P (A¯, Z¯), B = P (Z,A) be two polynomial expressions in SC(q)
h and (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h
respectively. We will omit the bar for Z in B¯ as no confusion arises. Since we have verified the isomor-
phism on the generators A,Z 3 one can write
β−1q (B) = e
−
1
24Z ∂
3
U B¯, (39)
where β−1ql (B) = B¯ = P (A¯, Z). The numerator of the exponential here is justified by the fact that we
haven’t yet evaluated at l so by (37), 112Z (1−
Z
2Z ) =
1
24Z . An easy calculation with equation (39) verifies
that β−1q (A
3) = A¯3 − 2Z2 as calculated by means of the Moyal product in (28). So the final formula we
get is
β−1q (B)(l) = e
−
1
24l(Z)∂
3
U B¯(l).
As a conclusion, we see that under (25), the map βql becomes an isomorphism when evaluated on
l ∈ λ+ h⊥ constructing a character of (UC(g)/UC(g)hλ)
h.
This way we verify and generalize the result of [1]. There the authors prove the isomorphism
(U(g)/U(g)h)h ≃ (S(g)/S(g)h)h in the case where exists a common polarization for all elements l. In
that case, there is an obvious choise of supplementary ql suggested by the condition (25). We generalized
this result, by showing that whenever there isn’t such a convenient polarization, in order to construct a
character one has to choose ql transversally with respect to bl, h and then evaluate βql on l.
On the other hand, these methods permit us to compute explicitly the pseudodifferential operator
appearing in the character formula and composed with β−1q . This way we can write down the formula
of the character, a task almost impossible otherwise.
Theorem 3.1 Let g be the real nilpotent Lie algebra, generated by the elements X,U, V,E, Z, with non-
trivial brackets [U, V ] = E, [X,U ] = V, [X,V ] = Z. Let λ = E∗ ∈ g∗, and consider the Lie subalgebra
h = RX ⊕ RE of g. For q =< Z, V, U > and ql =< Z, V,X − l(Z)U + l(V )V > with l(Z) 6= 0, we have
that for u ∈ (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h,
β−1ql (u) = e
[ 112l(Z) (1−
Z
2l(Z) )∂
3
U ]β−1q (u), (40)
and if v is a polynomial in (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h then β−1q (v)(l) = e
− 1
24l(Z)
∂3Uβ−1ql (v)(l).
The map
γCT : v 7→
(
e[
1
12l(Z)
(1− Z
2l(Z)
)∂3U ]β−1q (v)
)
(l)
is a character of (U(g)/U(g)hλ)
h.
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3We didn’t actually verify it for Z but this is trivial as it is a central element.
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